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Abstract
Introduction During aging and osteoporosis, the cortical bone becomes more porous,
making it more fragile and susceptible to fractures. The aim of this study was to inves-
tigate the intracortical compression-induced strain energy distribution, and determine
whether the intracortical pores associated with high strain energy density (SED) in the
surrounding bone have a different morphology, distribution and remodeling history
than pores with low SED.
Methods The study was conducted on fibula diaphysis specimens from 20 patients
undergoing a jaw reconstruction (age range 41-75 years, 18 men and 8 women).
Specimens were plastic embedded, µCT-scanned and sectioned for histology. Three-
dimensional micro-finite element models of each specimen were tested in compression
using a linearly elastic analysis, and the SED of the bone immediately surrounding
the pores was calculated within a plane of interest corresponding to the histological
sections. The statistical distribution of the SED of all pores, per sample, was used to
identify high SED pores (SED > 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 75th per-
centile) and the remaining low SED pores.
Results Pores with high SED were larger (p ≤ 0.0001), less circular (p ≤ 0.0001), and
were located closer to the endosteal edge of the cortex (p ≤ 0.0001) than low SED
pores (Figure 1A-C). A detailed histological analysis of the remodeling events gener-
ating the pores revealed that the high SED pores compared to low SED pores had a
13.3-fold higher odds of being a resorptive (70%) or formative (11%) pore rather than
a completely remodeled pore (p ≤ 0.0001). The resorption space associated with the
91% of high SED pores overlapped with the pore of a preexisting remodeling event
(osteon) (5.9-fold higher odds).
Conclusions Collectively, these data show that the high SED pores are preferentially
enlarged irregular pores positioned closer to the endosteal surface of the cortex, and
that these pores tend to be resorptive pores that overlap with the pore of a preexisting
parent osteon, suggesting that pores may originate from resorption within preexist-
ing pores rather than from penetrative resorptions generating new pores. Overall, the
study demonstrates a strong relationship between cortical bone mechanics and the
pores morphology, distribution and remodeling history in the human fibula.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Clinical Motivation for Mechanical Analysis of Bone Strength
Osteoporosis is a debilitating bone disease that affects over 200 million people worldwide,
and is characterized by an accelerated loss of bone mass and microarchitecture deteriora-
tion of both trabecular and cortical bone. This bone loss is the result of a dysfunctional
bone remodeling process, in which bone resorption and formation becomes uncoupled and
imbalanced, and is suggested to alter its strength and lead to an increased risk of fractures
(Andersen et al., 2013; Hirano et al., 2000). There are more than 2 million osteoporosis-
related fractures in the United States (US) per year, costing $17 billion in direct medical
costs (Burge et al., 2007), and are accompanied by high morbidity and mortality rates
(Cosman et al., 2014). The aging of the US population is projected to increase the number
of osteoporotic patients to 14 million by 2020 (Gass and Dawson-Hughes, 2006). Under-
standing how bone loss occurs and how it affects bone strength could lead to better diag-
nostics improvements, which could lead to early detection of patients with high fragility
fracture risk (Reginster and Burlet, 2006).
Currently, bone strength is clinically assessed by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DEXA) measurements of bone mineral density (BMD) (Reginster and Burlet, 2006). Al-
though BMD is linked to mechanical strength and fracture risk, it is not a sufficient factor
to assess bone strength (Mueller et al., 2011). Only 10 - 44% of bone fractures can be
explained by low BMD (Stone et al., 2003), which suggests that osteoporosis is not only a
matter of bone quantity loss, but also related to bone quality. Bone is a naturally porous
structure, which rebuilds and remodels to remove microdamage and strengthen itself. This
process of adaptation to mechanical and biochemical stimuli results in bone that is con-
stantly changing in shape, mineral content, porosity and structural architecture, all of
which affect the ability of bone to resist deformation and sustain everyday loading con-
ditions. Although bone porosity and microarchitecture have been previously shown to be
essential to the mechanical competence of bone (Nirody et al., 2015), they are not directly
included in DXA measurements. A given decrease in apparent density, compared to a con-
trol group, may be a result of either undermineralized bone or a decrease in the amount
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of bone present; each of which may have different mechanical consequences in terms of
bone quality and diminishes the capacity to predict fracture risk by BMD alone (Bala et al.,
2014).
High-resolution peripheral-Quantitative Computed Tomography (HR-pQCT) data may
be a viable option for including porosity measurements, but which measurements should
be taken and how they relate to bone strength remains unclear. Non-invasive experimen-
tal measurements of human bone strength in-vivo are not possible, leaving a gap in the
understanding of the relationship between micro-architecture and bone mechanics. Alter-
natively, the use of patient-specific models generated from micro computed tomography
(µCT) data and analyzed with the finite element method (FE) can be used to better under-
stand the relationship between bone microstructure and strength (Crawford Downs et al.,
2011; MacNeil and Boyd, 2008; Mueller et al., 2011).
1.2 Study Aims and Hypotheses
Understanding the relationship between the remodeling events which determine cortical
pore morphology and the resulting cortical bone mechanics is an important step towards
identifying the origins of cortical fracture risk. Aging bone is associated with a reduction
of the cortical bone thickness, also known as cortical thinning or trabecularization of the
cortex (Thomas et al., 2005; Zebaze et al., 2010). Understanding if bone mechanics is
associated with the location of the pores would provide crucial insights into the mechanism
of cortical thinning. The objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between
the mechanics (strain energy density) of bone surrounding pores of the Haversian canal
system, their morphology, and remodeling processes taking place within the bone. The
specific goals of the study were (1) to investigate if pores of differing strain energy density
are characterized by size, shape, and location within the cortex and (2) to determine if
cortical mechanics is indicative of pores at a specific remodeling type and stage.
Specific Hypotheses:
• Cortical porosity results in different size and shape pores depending on the mechan-
ical loading on bone. Larger and more irregular pores result in higher strain energy
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than more regularly shaped and smaller size pores.
• Pores located closer to the endosteum weaken bone
• Resorptive pores weaken the microarchitecture.
3
2 Literature Review
Bones are biological tissues serving important functions within the body by providing the
shape and structure to the body, protection for vital organs, and together with the muscles
and tendons participate in the movement of body. They are also responsible for produc-
ing blood and maintaining the mineral content balance within the organism by storing
and releasing minerals such as calcium and phosphate to provide proper function of the
physiologic processes in the body.
2.1 Structure of Bone
There are two types of bone based on their structure and function - trabecular (cancellous)
and cortical (Figure 1). Trabecular bone is found in the inner space of long bones and
within the vertebral bodies. It is characterized as a complex "sponge-like" anisotropic
structure, which is able to provide strength with minimal weight of bone due to the high
porosity (greater than 70%) associated with this bone (Schaffler and Burr, 1988). Cortical
bone forms the outer shell of bones with a dense structure accounting for more than 80%
of all skeletal tissue within the body. It provides the weight-bearing functionality of bones
due to its relatively low porosity (approximately 5%, but could be up to 15%) (Schaffler
and Burr, 1988) and high resistance to compression, bending and torsional deformation
(Silva, 2011).
2.1.1 Mineralization, Lamellae, Collagen
Bone has a complex composite structure and its strength is determined by both material
and structural properties. To provide support, bones are required to be stiff, but in order
to sustain deformation and absorb energy, their structure needs to provide also flexibil-
ity. These functions are dictated by a composite structure comprised of inorganic mineral
crystals (33-43% bone volume), organic collagen fibers (32-44% bone volume), and wa-
ter (15-25% bone volume) (Olszta et al., 2007). Bone has mineralized collagen fibrils
made of collagen fibers with interspersed mineral crystals oriented along the long axis of
the collagen fibers (Figure 1). The collagen fibrils are arranged in fiber arrays creating
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lamellar sheets with various orientations surrounding the central canals of each osteon
(Silva, 2011). The key material in the mineral composition of bone is hydroxyapatite (HA)
consisting of calcium and phosphate salts.
Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of human cortical bone. Schematic at nano-, micro- and macro-
scale cortical bone structure. Copyright 2011, National Academy of Sciences.(Zimmermann and
Ritchie, 2015)
Due to the complex hierarchical structure of human cortical bone, it has been stud-
ied on multiple length scales. Bone is able to generate unique material properties from
the nano- and macro-scale features of the hierarchical structure. Crystals determine the
bone strength and toughness, and the organic collagen fibers provide the flexibility. At the
microstructural level, cortical bone consists of cylindrical structures called osteons. Corti-
cal osteons are made of concentric lamellar sheets surrounding a Haversian canal in the
center, which accommodate the blood vessels (Figure 2). Nutrients can travel via osmosis
at a distance up to 250 µm, and so determines the osteon wall thickness limit. At the
outer bounds of the osteon is an interface of material called the cement line with a higher
content of mineral.
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2.2 Cortical Porosity and Cortical Thinning
Bone is a living tissue requiring a constant supply of blood and nutrients via blood vessels
for normal physiologic functionality. In human bone, the network of blood vessels is or-
ganized in a complex canal system comprised of vertical Haversian canals and penetrating
Volkmann canals (Figure 2). Haversian canals range in size, but are considered to be on
average around 50µm in diameter. If the Haversian canal is in a resorption phase it could
be between 50 and 150µm depending on the remodeling stage (Bjornerem et al., 2013).
Others have characterized the size of Haversian canals to include normal (below 82µm in
diameter), large (82 to 172µm), extra large (172 to 385µm), or giant (over 385µm) (Bell
et al., 1999).
Copyright © 2006 Pearson Education, Inc., publishing as Benjamin Cummings
Microscopic Structure of Bone: Compact 
Bone
Figure 6.6a, b
Figure 2: Organization of cortical bone into osteon structures. Osteons consist of concentric lamel-
lae surrounding central canals building the Haversian canal system. Perforating Volkmann’s canals
are connecting the Haversian canal systems to create interconnected blood vessel system within the
cortex. Each osteon has osteocytes situated on a lacuna formed between the lamellae. (Copyright
c©2006 Pearson Education, Inc., publishing as Benjamin Cummings)
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In addition to the Haversian/Volkmann canal contribution to cortical porosity, there is
also contribution from lacunae. Lacunae are small pockets containing osteocytes - primary
bone cells (Figure 2). The average size of lacunae is 8µm diameter but they can be up to
15µm (Yeager et al., 1975).
Figure 3: Cortical thinning as a result of remodeling events in the endosteal and intracortical
regions. The endocortical surface (white line A of a specimen from a 27-year-old) denotes the
true medullary cavity/cortical interface achieved at completion of growth. If the surface of the
thinned but still compact appearing cortex (white line B in a 70-year-old or C in a 90-year-old) is
erroneously described as the endocortical surface, several errors occur by incorrectly apportioning
in the cortical fragments and porosity that created them to the seemingly expanded medullary
canal. (Zebaze and Seeman, 2015)
Cortical porosity increases with progressing age (Cooper et al., 2007; Nishiyama et al.,
2009), but this is primarily due to increases in Haversian porosity. Lacunar porosity has
been found to decline slightly with age (Wang and Ni, 2003). Other age-related changes
in cortical bone include pore size (Haversian canal diameter) (Bousson et al., 2001; Brock-
stedt et al., 1993; Perilli et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2006), pore number, and the spatial
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distribution of pores within the cortex (Bousson et al., 2001; Nirody et al., 2015). In a
mid-femoral intracortical porosity study of adults younger than 60 years, both the num-
ber of pores and pore size increased with age. However, for age older than 60, pore size
continued to increase while the number of pores decreased. Together with the observation
that those changes were predominantly in the endosteal region lead to the theory that
cortical bone is thinning (Bjornerem et al., 2013; Bousson et al., 2001). Such increases
in pore size, not pore number (Brockstedt et al., 1993; Stein et al., 1999) or pore density
(Thomas et al., 2005, 2006), is considered the main determinant of cortical porosity de-
velopment and has been linked to increased fracture risk (Bell et al., 1999; Cooper et al.,
2003; McCalden et al., 1993; Yeni et al., 1997).
Giant canals (diameter > 385µm), as defined by Bell et al. (1999), are associated with
osteon clustering during remodeling (Jordan et al., 2000). The theory that canals merge
through excessive resorption aligns with other studies reporting "trabeculization" of the
cortex (Figure 3), which results in cortical thinning (Nishiyama et al., 2009; Ruff and
Hayes, 1988; Zebaze et al., 2010).
2.3 Cortical Modeling and Remodeling
Cortical porosity is necessary for bone health as it provides the means for nutrient transport
via blood vessels in the canal system, is a site of mechanosensation, and structurally may
serve as micro-crack arrestors. To maintain high levels of strength and toughness, bone
must maintain a balance between the organic and inorganic constituents, but also modify
the cortical structure as a result of mechanical and biochemical stimuli. The sequential
activities of first osteoclast initiated resorption followed by obsteoblast driven bone for-
mation (Figure 4) define the internal cortical bone surface microarchitecture (porosity)
by rebuilding the complex network of interconnected canals of the Haversian/Volkmann
system (Parfitt, 2008).
Modeling of bone changes the amount of bone material and determines the geometric
shape of the bone as a result of the deformation (strain) dictated by mechanical loads.
Remodeling of the cortex maintains its structural quality by renewing existing bone (Smit
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Figure 4: Bone remodeling is a complex multistage process involving resorption, formation and
mineralization of bone tissue that occurs at the surface. Osteoclast cells resorb the bone matrix and
microdamage (e.g. microcracks), followed by bone formation process by osteoblast cells, which
deposit new lamellar sheets to form osteons in the cortex. The osteoblasts trapped between lamellar
sheets become osteocytes to function as mechanical sensing cells (Seeman and Delmas, 2006)
and Burger, 2000). The bone reconstruction processes rely on a balance between bone re-
sorption and formation activities of osteoclasts and osteoblasts. Osteoclast and osteoblast
cells assemble in a temporary basic multicellular unit (BMUs) (Frost, 1987), which are or-
ganized into a leading "cutting cone" zone lined with osteoclasts to remove old or damaged
bone, followed by a reversal zone, and finally closing zones lined with osteoblasts to build
new bone lamellae (Figure 5). The process of building new osteons starts from the outside
in and the completed osteon has a central opening (Haversian canal) for harboring blood
vessels. The extent of remodeling is governed, in part, by the mechanical loads applied to
the bone that result in strains signaling osteocytes to initiate a remodeling event.
With aging the processes of bone resorption and bone formation become imbalanced,
resulting in eroding the canals more than rebuilding them (Jowsey, 1966), leading to in-
creased cortical porosity (Cooper et al., 2007; Nishiyama et al., 2009). Failure to initiate
or complete formation of osteons results in enlarged Haversian canals, which have been
linked to aging (Jowsey, 1966). Such bone loss causes structural damage, reduces me-
chanical strength, and increases fracture risk (Bell et al., 1999; McCalden et al., 1993;
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Figure 5: Cortical bone remodeling. Timeline of longitudinal and cross-sectional view of the
remodeling process. Cutting cone lined with osteoclasts cuts a cylindrical channel through the
cortical bone. Osteoblasts are following the cutting cone to build osteonal lamellae until osteon
formation is completed. Right image illustrates cross-section through the zones of the cutting cone
and closing cone (Standring, 2015)
Seeman, 2003; Yeni et al., 1997). Mechanically, enlarged pores as a result of imbalanced
remodeling are problematic, but determining specific characteristics of porosity - morphol-
ogy - which indicate increased bone fracture risk remains a challenge.
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2.4 Osteoporosis: Current Clinical Challenges for Diagnosis
Ostheoporosis is a degenerative bone disease characterized by reduced bone mass, dis-
rupted bone architecture, and leads to increased risk of bone fracture(Feik et al., 1997),
(Bouillon et al., 1991). While the clinical assessment of bone quality via dual-energy X-
ray absorptiometry (DXA) provides a means of comparing patients to a healthy mean, the
predictive capacity of DXA to indicate fracture risk is limited by the lack of inclusion of
structural properties known to contribute to bone strength (Bolotin, 2007),(Stone et al.,
2003),(Zebaze et al., 2010). In adult bone, the micro-architecture and mineral content of
bone is driven by mechanical and biomechemical stimuli which trigger remodeling events
that continuously rebuild and repair bone (Cowin and Cardoso, 2015; Frost, 1990; Turner,
1998). This has been shown to be particularly important for cortical bone because it is the
main contributor to fragility and fracture risk compared to trabecular bone (Zebaze et al.,
2010).
2.5 Imaging Porosity and Strength Estimation
Several imaging techniques have been used to characterize bone architecture including
high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT) (Bala et al.,
2014; Burghardt et al., 2010; MacNeil and Boyd, 2008; Nishiyama et al., 2009; Tjong
et al., 2012, 2014), low field pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Wang and Ni,
2003), and micro-Computed Tomography (µCT) (Bousson et al., 2004; Perilli et al., 2015)
(Table 1). HR-pQCT is generally used to obtain 3D scans of bones at the extremities and is
a clinically viable mode of imaging. However, the standard clinical resolution of HR-pQCT
imaging is 82µm voxel size, which measures cortical porosity only moderately compared
to µCT, which is the gold standard for cortical microstructure measurements (Tjong et al.,
2012). Studies of the microstructure of bone have shown that a significant number of
cortical pores are in the sub-82 µm voxel size, more specifically over 60% of pores are
less than 100 µm in diameter (Zebaze and Seeman, 2015). Due to the resolution of the
HR-pQCT imaging, many studies have focused on the analysis of trabecular bone as a pri-
mary predictor of osteoporosis. However, studies of femoral neck fracture risk show that
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trabecular loss accounts for only 10% of the fracture load (Holzer et al., 2009); therefore,
the cortex carries most of the load and it is the main contributor to fragility and fracture
risk rather than trabecular bone (Zebaze et al., 2010). When trabecular bone loss occurs,
the cortex absorbs an even higher portion of the load and the fracture risk is further ex-
acerbated when cortical bone quality deteriorates (Boutroy et al., 2008). Compromised
cortical bone strength influenced by the structural decay has been associated with fragility
risk; however, current clinical methods fail to capture such patients (Zebaze et al., 2010)
due to the resolution of clinical imaging techniques.
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Table 1: List of peer-reviewed papers discussing Parameters of Cortical Porosity
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2.6 Mechanical Analysis of Bone Strength
Bone has the remarkable property of adapting to mechanical loads by modeling and re-
modeling itself to replace old tissue or repair microdamage. Such events alter not only
bone architecture, but also its strength and ability to sustain loading without fracturing.
Frost proposed the Mechanostat theory of bone response to mechanical stimuli, which
demonstrates that bone adapts to a change in the mechanical environment. If the ap-
plied forces overcome the minimum effective strain threshold, bone responds by initiating
lamellar bone remodeling drifts to adjust for the local surface strain change in long bones.
Frost had shown that bone resorption and remodeling are strain driven, not compres-
sion/tension driven as previously believed (Frost, 1990). This theory gave rise to a wide
variety of methods to measure the mechanical behavior of bone.
Before exploring the findings from various studies of cortical bone strength, it is nec-
essary to unambiguously define what is meant by strength. Mechanically, strength is con-
sidered the amount of force necessary to produce failure in bone under a specific loading
condition. Like any other structure, bone is capable of absorbing the applied load up to a
point of failure when the internal stress in the bone exceeds the capacity of the material
to resist excessive deformation leading to fracture. If bone weakens, it is prone to frac-
ture at lower applied forces. The heterogeneity of bone requires consideration of both its
material properties and the microarchitecture in order to assess cortical strength (Beck,
2003). Mechanical tests involve measurement of yield stress[MPa], failure load [N], frac-
ture toughness [MPa], stiffness [N/mm], elastic modulus [MPa], and energy absorption
[Nm] among other factors. As well, the mechanical behavior of bone can be studied on
various length scales ranging from the macroscale (10mm - several cm), mesoscale (50µm
- 10mm), micro-scale (10 - 500µm), nano-scale (few hindred nm - 1µm), and as a bulk
measure of the whole specimen.
Since the assessment of bone ultimate strength requires the application of load until
failure, the methods to study bone are limited to ex-vivo experiments on bone biopsy
samples, analytical methods or a computational technique such as the Finite Element (FE)
method based on patient-specific bone geometry.
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Mechanical studies of the mid-diaphysis of the tibia and femur have shown that osteon
morphology has an important influence on the fracture toughness of cortical bone (Yeni
et al., 1997). By measuring the critical strain energy release rate, Yeni et al. calculated
the failure load. Tensile and shear fracture toughness decreased with increasing cortical
porosity and increasing number of osteons in the femur, and decreased with bigger osteons.
This supports the theory that cortical bone with smaller osteons is able to absorb more
energy due to the higher density of osteons (number of osteons per unit area) (Martin and
Ishida, 1989).
Uniaxial compression experiments of femoral mid-diaphysis have shown an inverse cor-
relation between average pore diameter (or pore area), and yield stress (Wachter et al.,
2002), further supporting the relevance of porosity parameters for bone strength predic-
tions. Similar observations have been reported correlating porosity changes with stiffness
and elastic modulus of cortical bone (Schaffler and Burr, 1988).
There is a growing interest in computational models that incorporate a 3D patient-
specific micro-architecture of bone in the analysis of bone strength (Table 2). With the
improvements of imaging and computational technologies, µFE models have become a
feasible method to analyze patient-specific bone geometry generated using various imag-
ing techniques. Such analyses allow for a better understanding of bone remodeling mech-
anisms at the microscale level by incorporating small pores.
2.6.1 Micromechanics of Cortical Bone: Computational Methods
Micromechanical approaches to analyze bone strength include a variety of analytical mod-
els or computational methods. The main benefits of modeling bone micromechanics are:
(1) to quantify the relationship between material properties, microstructural parameters,
and the macroscopic mechanical behavior of bone as a function of its constituents; (2)
distribution of localized stress and strain effects at microlevel as a predictor for macrolevel
mechanical behavior (Hogan, 1992).
Some studies have modeled single osteons as a composite anisotropic structure con-
sisting of concentric lamellae (matrix) surrounding the central Haversian canal (inclusion)
(Dong and Guo, 2006) or assuming that lamellae are organized in stacked sets of thin
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lamella, transition lamella, thick lamella and 120◦ back-flip lamella (Akiva et al., 1998).
Hogan (1992) modeled osteons as a fiber-reinforced composite made of a cement line as
an interphase component at the interface between the fibers component and the intersti-
tial lamellar bone. The Haversian canal was modeled as a hollow fiber. A similar approach
was developed by (Nobakhti et al., 2014) to investigate the contribution of osteon mi-
crostructures, such as cement lines and interlamellar areas, on the mechanical properties
of cortical bone (elasticity, fracture toughness and mechanotransduction). Three point
bending analysis with idealised parametric micro-scale finite element (µFE) models were
used. It was shown that strain accumulates at interfaces and those areas are likely to
participate in crack propagation.
To investigate the relationship between osteon diameter and strain, van Oers et al.
(2008) developed computational models to study the size of resorption canals and the
subsequently formed osteons as a function of loading magnitude. They presented a bone-
remodeling theory, which demonstrated an inverse relationship between loading magni-
tude and osteon diameter. Increased loading conditions inhibit osteoclast (bone resorbing
cells) function by preventing them from attaching to the bone surface. Based on this the-
ory, signaling the osteoclasts to cease resorption results in smaller diameter canals and
smaller osteons in high load areas.
It is well known that bone remodels with mechanical stimuli, but the precise mecha-
nism of triggering remodeling is still not well understood. Osteocytes are believed to be
the bone mechanosensor cells able to sense changes in strain in their surrounding envi-
ronment. In recent years, this theory has motivated micromechanics studies of osteocyte
lacunae in an effort to understand the mechanical stimulus that osteocytes receive in vivo
during normal physiological activities.
Computational FE models of osteons with lamellar sheets and lacunae were developed
to investigate whether damage generates strains that trigger bone remodeling (Prender-
gast, 1996). A significant relationship was found between lacuna deformation and local
microdamage. Bands of stress concentrations were formed between lacunae, which pro-
vide sites for crack initiation and paths for crack growth as a mechanism to unload stress
in regions of lacunar microdamage (Burr, 2002). Another failure method of bone involves
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the separation of tissue at the lamellar interface or at the osteon cement line, also called
debonding (Prendergast, 1996). Such physical separation was found to reduce the maxi-
mum strain energy density at the Haversian Canal wall by a factor of three (Prendergast,
1996), (Burr, 2002). Prendergast et al. suggest that localized microdamage accumula-
tions, and local failure, could play an important role in the initiation of resorption, which
is the first step in bone adaptation processes that alter the micro-architecture.
At the cortical tissue level, Smit and Burger (2000) investigated the relationship be-
tween osteoblast/osteoclast cell activity and deformation of the local bone tissue during
remodeling. FE models of osteon cutting cone simulations provided strain field measure-
ments, which quantified the level of deformation of the surrounding tissue. Interestingly,
the front region of the cutting cone, where osteoclasts are resorbing the cortical bone tis-
sue, was associated with decreased deformation (lower strain). On the other hand, the
regions of the osteon behind the cutting cone were associated with elevated deformation
(higher strain), which is also the region where osteoblasts are forming bone tissue. Smit
et al. suggest that BMU activation and function during remodeling is strain driven (Smit
and Burger, 2000).
Budyn et al. investigated the effects of microstructure on the local mechanical behav-
ior in cortical bone utilizing FE continuum models reconstructing 3D unit cells of human
bone with dimensions measured by microscopy. The microstructure was represented as
a 4 phase composite material: interstitial matrix, Haversian canals, osteons idealized as
ellipse in 2D and as hollow tubes in 3D, and cement lines coating the osteons. The models
represented three cases: (a) low remodeling case; (b) low/normal porosity; (c) increased
porosity (Budyn and Hoc, 2012; Budyn et al., 2012; Budyn, 2007; Budyn et al., 2008).
Budyn et al. also investigated crack initiation based on the solution of the 3D FE model to
identify locations of critical strain, which would have high enough deformation in order to
initiate microdamage. Further FE models were developed to analyze the microcrack prop-
agation through a 2D section using the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM). Aging
causes low bone remodeling, which is linked to high porosity. Although aging effects were
shown to have little effect on the macroscopic stiffness of bone, peak tensile strength was
reduced by 1/3. Budyn et al. suggest that the Haversian canals play an important role
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as a source of localization and fracture initiation sites under a transverse tensile load (Bu-
dyn, 2007). The study of crack propagation required loading conditions in the transverse
direction, which might be a deviation from the normal physiological condition, since long
bones are mostly loaded in bending and compression; therefore the osteons were primarily
subjected to surface compression or tension.
While informative, such micromechanics modeling approaches are based on idealized
shapes of osteons, Haversian canals, and osteocyte lacunae propagated as a single repeat-
ing unit to mimic cortical bone architecture. Although composite structure models are
useful to analyze microscopic level stresses as a predictor for macroscopic behavior, those
models do not incorporate the actual 3D structure of cortical bone into consideration.
Verbruggen et al. used confocal imaging of the lacunar-canalicular network to develop
3D reconstruction of the osteocyte which was analyzed with FE method (Verbruggen et al.,
2012) and compared against an idealized model of the osteocyte. Using loading levels
of 3000µ, Verbruggen et al predicted 350–400% greater strain amplification by the 3D
reconstructed osteocyte cell compared with an idealized cell, thereby emphasizing the
importance of actual geometry when analyzing biological structures.
Computational models support the theory that microdamage or local strain changes
due to discontinuities could initiate bone remodeling. Mechanical stimuli could be in
the form of increased Haversian canal wall stresses, changing local strain at the osteocyte
lacuna region, or by inducing damage to the lacunar-canalicular system signaling that local
damage has occurred (Burr, 2002).
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2.6.2 Micromechanics of Cortical Bone: Experimental Methods
The development of more accurate computational models for bone relies on understanding
the microstucture of the individual constituents, as well as accurate quantification of the
mechanical properties of those constituents. Experimental measurements of Young’s mod-
ulus at micro and nano-scale has been possible with the use of nanoindentation. Zysset et
al. have measured cortical and trabecular bone properties in fresh–frozen, unembalmed
human femurs (Zysset et al., 1999). Similarly, the hardness of trabecular and cortical bone
in various directions has been measured in human femur (Rho et al., 1997, 1999), porcine
femurs (Feng et al., 2012), and in fresh bovine femoral diaphysis (Abdel-Wahab et al.,
2012). These studies show that the nanostructure of bone tissue has highly heterogeneous
properties that differ substantially with anatomical location, between different individuals,
and among different lamellae types. Therefore, bone develops a complex microstructure
characterized with material heterogeneity as an adaptation mechanism to optimize bone
strength.
Nicolella et al. investigated the distribution of local strains around osteocyte lacuna as
a result of macroscopically applied global strains. The deformation in the bone matrix of
fresh bovine tibial samples around osteocyte lacunae was higher (Figure 6b), suggesting
that it could result in structural deformation that would signal the osteocyte cell to stim-
ulate remodeling and repair. Local strains were quantified using a digital stereoimaging
technique to correlate the unloaded vs loaded image pairs captured under a microscope
(Figure 6). The applied strain of 2000-3000 µ, representative of in-vivo loads, resulted in
local strains of approximately 12,000-16,000µ with peak strain values of up to 30,000µ
(Nicolella et al., 2005, 2006). It is not clear whether those local strain elevations would
cause microdamage or if the concentration of strain is a result of existing microdamage.
Digital image correlation (DIC) mapping by Hoc et al. (2006) was used to measure
the local displacement of cortical microstructural features during compression in the mid-
femoral diaphysis of bovine bone. The local strain distributions were again heterogeneous
at the osteon level and the variation in strain was not accounted for by bone mineral con-
tent alone and was also likely due to the complex microstructure of osteons and Haversion
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(a) Optical digital micrographs of the surface of a typ-
ical cortical bone specimen imaged at a total magnifi-
cation of 500x. Indicated are three osteocyte lacunae
where perilacunar strain measurements were made.
(Nicolella et al., 2006).
(b) Microstructural strain field overlaid on a
digital micrograph of a cortical bone specimen.
Each color represents a specific level of maxi-
mum principal strain as indicated by the leg-
end.(Nicolella et al., 2006).
Figure 6: Microstructural strain field of cortical bone specimen that was experimentally loaded
to a macroscopic strain of 1500µ in the horizontal direction. Locally high strain values observed
close to lacunae pores (Nicolella et al., 2006).
canals. The mechanical behavior is governed more by the effect of the holes of the Haver-
sian microstructure rather than by the mineral content itself. Although Hoc et al. observed
high local strains close to the Haversian canals (Figure 7a), they excluded Haversian canals
and cement lines from local strain computations (Figure 7b). The modified mesh included
only unique osteon areas selected for computation of local Lagrangian axial strain far from
the Haversian canals.
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(a) Map of local axial strain obtained using digi-
tal image correlation and a regular mesh for mea-
surement points. Axial strain is expressed in per-
cent (Hoc et al., 2006).
(b) Bone microstructure and position of the 34
areas selected for computing the local strain
(Hoc et al., 2006).
Figure 7: Local strain distribution experimentally measured with digital image correlation method.
(a) Mesh grid for strain analysis includes Haversian canals. High local strains observed close to the
Haversian canals. (b) Another mesh grid selected for computation of local strains, which focuses
on capturing different osteons and excluding Haversian canals or cement lines.
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Table 2: List of peer-reviewed papers discussing FE models for studying cortical bone strength
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2.7 Summary
Decreasing bone strength is characterized by a loss of bone quantity and quality. Cortical
bone quality is defined as the combination of material, and structural properties. Bone
resorption and bone formation events constantly remodel the cortical microstructure. With
age, bone porosity increases and negatively affects the bone strength overall (reduced
stiffness and fracture toughness). The progression of increasing porosity has been linked
to the enlargement pores rather than an increase in the number of pores, which also leads
to the transition of cortical bone to a trabecular-like structure (cortical thinning).
Understanding how bone quantity and quality loss affects the mechanical strength of
bone has been studied in a wide variety of methods and at different length scales. How-
ever, bone strength is still impossible to measure in vivo. Previous methods have created
simplified bone models or computational models generated from 3D geometry of bone im-
aged with various techniques depending on the size of the sample. In-vivo measurements
require much lower voxel resolution, which limits the level of porosity that can be ana-
lyzed (Burghardt et al., 2009, 2010; Cusano et al., 2016; Kazakia et al., 2013; MacNeil
and Boyd, 2008; Mueller et al., 2011; Vilayphiou et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Zhou
et al., 2016). Other models use small biopsy samples scanned with very high resolution
µCT scanner to capture geometric features at a few µm length-scale. Although such meth-
ods provide detailed geometry, those models are limited by the size of the sample since
it requires to be excised from a patient (Bousson et al., 2004; Granke et al., 2016; Kersh
et al., 2013; Nishiyama et al., 2009; Perilli et al., 2015; Tjong et al., 2012) (Table 2).
As Frost originally proposed, bone repair through remodeling occurs to remove mi-
crodamage. He suggested a mechanism driven by a disruption of the lacuno-canalicular
system by causing damage to the canaliculi from microcracks (Frost, 1986). Accumula-
tion of microdamage could be a trigger for the initiation of bone remodeling (Burr, 2002;
Burr et al., 1985). Computational models of micromechanics of cortical bone have shown
that discontinuities, such as lacunae pores, induce high local strains, which are 4-10 times
higher than the global applied load on the bone (Nicolella et al., 2006).
Experimental methods to measure cortical strength under physiological conditions also
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have challenges. Bone samples have been tested under tension, compression, and bending
conditions until failure. Such methods are useful to understand cortical bone behavior as a
bulk material and quantify how changes in porosity or bone mineral content/density affect
the strength. Bone is most likely to fracture in regions of high strain condition, but most
experimental methods are limited to their ability to predict fracture of bone due to lack of
strain measurements at local regions developing high deformations.
Digital image correlation (DIC) methods have been used to experimentally measure lo-
cal deformation in cortical bone micro-architecture. Although DIC provides a method to vi-
sualize the local mechanical effects around inhomogeneities such as cortical pores/canals,
it is limited to surface measurements and does not demonstrate the internal strain through-
out the bone.
Due to the high level of complexity of bone as a combination of non-linear material
properties and non-linear geometry, there remains the need to better understand its me-
chanical response as a 3D structure. Modeling and remodeling events constantly change
cortical bone micro-architecture, but the local mechanical effects as a result of the remod-
eling history remains to be explained. This study explores the capability of µFE analysis,
combined with histological analysis, to better understand the micromechanical behavior
of cortical bone.
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3 Methodology
To investigate the effect of bone structure, and more specifically the porosity of cortical
bone, we have analyzed human fibula bone samples using histological and computational
analyses. In this study porosity is referred to as the vascular canals system created by the
Haversian and Volkmann canals, which in 2D sections is projected as pores (Figure 8).
Figure 8: (A) High-resolution µCT imaging of fibular diaphysis. (B) Structural analysis of intracor-
tical porosity: (B1) Pore identification for correlation of finite element data to histological analyses;
(B2) Pore size defined as the diameter of the largest inscribed circle within the pore; pore circular-
ity defined as the ratio of the area of the largest inscribed circle to the area of the pore; (B3) Pore
location with respect to the endosteal or periosteal edge. (C) 3D reconstruction of finite-element
model from µ CT images under compression. The average strain energy density around each pore
was calculated.
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3.1 Bone Specimen and µCT Imaging
Fibula diaphyseal bone specimens were acquired from 20 patients undergoing jaw recon-
struction (14 men and 6 women, age 43-75 years) (Figure 8A). A full list of details about
the samples located in Appendix A. The donors were undergoing mandibular reconstruc-
tion procedure and they have dedicated their bone fragments left from the procedure for
educational and research purposes to the Aarhus University Hospital in Aarhus, Denmark.
Bone samples were imaged using micro-Computed Tomography (µCT) (isotropic resolu-
tion of 6µm). The total number of two-dimensional images ranged from 461 to 1496. A
gray scale threshold was used to convert the µCT data into binary images which were then
processed with custom software to remove bone fragments not connected to the main cor-
tical structure (Matlab R2015-Academic, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
Figure 9: Representative 3D reconstruction of the intercortical vascular canal system consisting of
vertical Haversian canals and branching Volkmann’s canals (biopsy Z01)
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3.2 Structural Pore Analysis of Intracortical Porosity
The binarized µCT images were used to identify the cortical pores and characterize their
size, shape and location within a 2D slice corresponding to a slice used for histologi-
cal analysis (Figure 8B). A custom algorithm was developed to compute three metrics
for each pore within the slice of interest: pore size, location of the pore with respect to
the perisoteal/endosteal boundary, and pore shape (Matlab R2015-Academic, Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA). Pore area was defined as the total number of voxels within each pore in
the binarized image. Pore size was defined as the diameter of the largest inscribed circle
within the pore (Figure 10B).
A
Distance 
of pore to 
Periosteal 
Edge
Distance of 
each pore to 
Endosteal Edge
B C
Figure 10: Cortical Porosity Analysis with automated custom MATLAB code. (A) Pore map labeling
each pore with number. (B) Calculating diameter of the largest inscribed circle.Used for determina-
tion of pore size based on the largest inscribed circle, as well as calculation of the pore circularity
based on the ratio of actual pore are and the area of the largest inscribed circle. (C) Determin-
ing position of each pore with respect to the Endosteum and periosteum. Calculating the shortest
distance between each pore centroid to the Endosteal edge and the Periosteal edge.
Cortical Porosity =
Area of pores
Total area of bone and pores
∗ 100% (1)
Pore location was calculated by first identifying the endosteal and periosteal bound-
aries. Next, the linear distance from the centroid of each pore to the respective edge of the
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bone was calculated (Figure 10C). Pores were assigned to one of four categories: Perios-
teum, Mid-Periosteum, Mid-Endosteum, or Endosteum based on their distance from each
edge taking into account the varying cortical thickness. It has to be noted that some pores
located closer to the endosteum are large; therefore, their centroid may be located in the
Mid-Endosteum even though their edges are bordering the endosteum.
The shape of each pore was defined as the degree of circularity (ratio of the area of the
largest circle that can be inscribed in the pore to the actual area of the pore) (Birdal, 2011).
The median pore size, circularity, and location was also calculated per patient sample.
Pore Circularity =
Area of largest inscribed circle in pore
Actual Area of pore
∗ 100% (2)
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3.3 Mesh Generation and Material Properties
High-resolution three-dimensional finite element models were generated using 100 bi-
narized µCT images to create a mesh of quadratic tetrahedral volume elements (ScanIP,
Simpleware, Exeter, UK) (Figure ??).
Figure 11: Mesh generated by reconstructing 3D geometry using 100µCT images (µCT resolution
6µm) in Simpleware Scan IP software. Ten-node quadratic tetrahedral elements were used.
To facilitate the finite element mesh generation, very small pores (regions less than
20 connected voxels) were removed. Cortical bone was modeled with homogeneous,
isotropic, elastic properties (Young’s Modulus, E = 17.5 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3)
(Rho et al., 1993; Turner et al., 1999; Zysset et al., 1999).
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Figure 12: Mesh optimization performed in Simpleware Scan IP. Mesh around the pores is much
finer with smaller elements compared to the mesh in the rest of the bone model.
3.4 Micro Finite Element Models (µFE) and Pore Mechanics
Linear implicit calculations of strain energy density in the cortical bone under compres-
sion were performed using a commercial finite-element solver (Abaqus v. 6.13 and v.
6.14; Dassault Systemes Simulia Corp., Pawtucket, RI, USA). Specifically, a unit load in
uniaxial compression was applied uniformly to the top surface of the model. Nodes on
the opposing surface were held fixed in vertical displacement, and 3 nodes on the same
face were constrained in all three dimensions. To avoid boundary condition effects, the
central third of the model centered around the same section analyzed for histology was
post-processed. Within this central region, the strain energy density of elements closest to
each pore boundary was calculated and averaged for each pore. Similar to the structural
analyses, the median strain energy density of all pores per sample was also calculated.
Computations were carried out at the Beckman Institute of University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. Hewlett-Packard (HP) Workstations with 16 Xeon cores (64bit 3.3GHz
processors, 128 GB RAM) or Linux-based server with 32 Xeon cores (64 bit 3.3GHz pro-
cessors, 512 GB RAM) were utilized for processing the calculations. Some of the HP Work-
stations had NVIDIA Tesla K20c GPUs, which were utilized to accelerate the simulations.
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The sequence for creating and evaluating each bone model was as follows:
1. Generate mesh in Simpleware Scan IP by stacking the binarized images and recon-
structing the bone geometry. Assign material properties and quadratic tetrahedral
element shape. Export INP file.
2. Import the INP file into ABAQUS
3. Assign boundary conditions:
• constraining the bottom face of the bone in vertical displacement (Z-direction)
• constrain three nodes from the same face in all 3 directions to prevent slipping
of the model
• applying 1N uniaxial compressive load from the top face
4. Determine output parameters (Strain Energy density, ESEDEN output in ABAQUS)
Once the models are solved and SED (ESEDEN) is exported from ABAQUS, the pore
SED has to be calculated. From the binarized images, find the coordinates of the voxels
around the pore in the 2D section of interest. Then, correlate the coordinates of the voxels
with the coordinates of the finite elements in order to find the elements around each pore.
Sum all SED values of the elements around the pore. Note that SED per pore has to be
normalized by the number of elements around the pore to avoid any pore size bias and
eliminate the number of elements as a factor when calculating total SED around the pore.
Pore SED =
Sum SED of all elements around the pore
# elements around the pore
(3)
All pores were normalized by the maximum Pore SED for each patient. This allows to
compare SED of pores from different patients or to be able to combine all pores indepen-
dent of the patient biopsy they are coming from.
Normalized Pore SED =
Pore SED
Max pore SED for patient
(4)
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3.5 Histological Analysis of Remodeling Type and Stage
Cortical bone remodeling is analyzed based on the Type and Stage of osteon generation.
Type 1 intracortical bone remodeling describes the process of formation of new pores.
Type 2 remodeling is the process of remodeling of cortical bone that overlaps existing
pores (Figure 13)1.
Figure 13: Histological Analysis: Each pore characterized with either Type 1 or Type 2 remodeling
and the particular stage of remodeling A-D (Thomsen and Andreasen, 2016)
1Co-published work presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Bone and Mineral Re-
search in 2016
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3.6 Statistical Analysis
To identify pores with high strain energy density (SED), a box-and-whisker based-determination
was used within each sample: high SED pores were those with SED values 1.5 times the
Interquartile Range (IQR) away from the 75th percentile (Third quartile) (Figure 14).
Figure 14: Strain Energy Density for each patient is categorized into Low SED or High SED based
on all SED per pore plotted in a box-and-whisker plot. High SED pores are pores with SED values
1.5 times the Interquartile Range (IQR) away from the 75th percentile (Third quartile)
Since the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test revealed that multiple parameters were not nor-
mally distributed, a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test was used for comparison between different
groups of variables including SED (high, low) and pore size, pore circularity, pore location.
For comparison between SED and remodeling type, a clustered logistic regression analysis
was used taking into consideration that some pores are clusters from different patients. P
values ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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4 Results
The finite element meshes resulted in models with up to 10.4 million elements. The av-
erage number of mesh elements, nodes, and degrees of freedom for each model are pre-
sented in Table 3.
Table 3: Average finite element model size and average computational time for each model (N
= 20). Model size is reported in terms of the number of elements, nodes, and total number of
variables in the model.
Model Size Mean ± SD* Range
Number of Elements 5,973,272 ± 1,937,803 8,027,362
Number of Nodes 9,005,023 ± 2,879,905 11,783,343
Total Number of Variables in the Model** 27,015,070 ± 8,639,716 35,350,029
Total Simulation Time (Hours) 4.8 ± 4.6 18.3
* SD = Standard Deviation
** Total Number of Variables in the Model is defined as the number of degrees of freedom plus max no.
of any Lagrange multiplier variables.
Figure 15: Finite element model results for representative bone sample (biopsy Z01). Larger pores
resulted in higher strain energy compared to smaller pores. For visualization of the rest of the
biopsies, see Appendix B
The average computation time was 4.8 ± 4.6 h for the µFE models. The variability
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of the computation time depends on the size of the µFE model as well as the type of
computing hardware used. Although models made of 100 µCT images resulted in similar
mesh sizes (number of elements and nodes), the solution time varies based on the RAM
availability of the workstations. It takes about 2 h to solve them on the Linux server
Compute1, about 10h on the HP workstations with 128GB RAM without graphics card
acceleration, and about 5-6h at the HP workstations if the NVIDIA GPU acceleration is
utilized.
4.1 Cortical Bone Morphology
Two sets of analyses were completed to understand the sensitivity of the morphology fac-
tors with respect to size of the bone cross-sectional area analyzed. In the first set, all pores
among 21 bone samples with FE results were included with a total of 3085 pores (Figure
16a). Across all samples, most pores were small and circular with circularity between 60-
80%.
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(a) Histogram of the distribution of pores with re-
spect to their size and circularity across all sam-
ples in the FE analysis (n=3085 pores across 21
biopsies).
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(b) Histogram of the distribution of pores
with respect to their size and circularity across
all samples in the FE and Histology analysis
(n=1064 pores across 20 biopsies).
Figure 16: Number of pores across all samples and their size and shape distributions
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The second type of analysis included pores across the twenty cortical bone samples
analyzed with µCT, µFE, and histology. Due to the time demanding manual analysis of
histological sections, we had approached a reduced cross-section analysis including ap-
proximately 1/3 radial sliver of the cross-section analyzed with FE, including all pores
from endosteum to periosteum. A total of 1064 pores were identified. The majority of
pores were small (52% of pores were less than 50µ in diameter and 32% between 50µ and
100µ in diameter). Pores tended to be circular (45% of pores had circularity between 60-
80%) (Figure 16b). Based on the histogram distributions shown in Figures 16a and 16b,
it is clear that the reduced cross-section is preserving the distributions of pores across the
size and circularity spectrum. Therefore, when analyzed as a reduced radial subsection,
bone porosity has constant distribution.
Across the 20 bone samples with FE and Histology analyses, cortical porosity ranges
from 2 - 22% with median 6 ± 4.6 % and median cortical thickness 2.23 ± 0.62 mm.
4.2 Morphology and location of pores with increased strain energy
density
To be able to compare the results between patients, each pore SED was normalized by
the maximum for each patient. Each sample was represented with the median of the
normalized SED value. Within each sample, a subset of pores were identified as having
high strain energy density according to the quartile stratification. No pores fell below the
25th percentile, and the remaining pores were classified as low strain energy density pores.
Across the samples, high SED pores were more often located closer to the endosteum
than the periosteal edge (p≤ 0.001, Figure 17b (D)). This was also reflected in the analysis
of individual pores in which pores located loser to the endosteum had higher strain energy
density regardless of stratification (Figure 18).
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**** **** **** ****
(a) Analysis of pore features with respect to SED per biopsy sample (N=21, total 3085 pores across all bone
samples). Data set includes all pores from bone samples analyzed with µFE only.
A B C D 
**** **** **** ****
(b) Analysis of pore features with respect to SED per biopsy sample (N=20, total 1064 pores across all bone
samples). Data set includes pores from bone samples analyzed with µFE and histology.
Figure 17: Median SED per bone. (A) Median Strain Energy Density per bone sample. High SED
pores (SED > 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) from the 75th percentile); Low SED pores
(SED < 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 75th percentile) (B) Contribution of pores of
different size to SED (C) Contribution of pores of different circularity to SED (D) Contribution of
pores of different radial location within the bone to SED.
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Figure 18: Strain energy density of pores as a function of pore location. The strain energy density of
high SED pores at the endosteum (solid line) was significantly higher than those at mid-endosteum
(p≤0.05) and mid-periosteum/periosteum (p≤0.01). Similarly, the strain energy density of the low
SED pores at the endosteum (dotted line) was significantly higher than all other low SED pores at
the Mid-endosteum, Mid-periosteum, and Periosteum (p≤0.0001)
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4.3 Cortical mechanics and remodeling events
The histological analysis of remodeling events generating the pores revealed that the high
SED pores compared to low SED pores had a 13.3-fold higher odds of being a resorptive
(70%) or formative (11%) pore rather than a completely remodeled pore (p ≤ 0.0001)
(Figure 19). Schematic representation of the resorptive, formative and complete stages of
the remodeling of osteon are shown in Figure 19a2.
(a) Schematic model of the cutting cone showing different remodeling stages (Resorp-
tive, Formative, Complete osteon)
(b) Distribution of HighSED and LowSED pores with respect to
remodeling stage
Figure 19: Distribution of remodeling stage with respect to SED. Low SED pores (n = 947 pores),
High SED pores (n = 117 pores).
Remodeling is defined as being two types. Type 1 remodeling is associated with the
formation of osteon that does not overlap an existing canal from an older osteon (Figure
20a Top). Type 2 remodeling describes an osteon that overlaps with the pore of another
osteon (Figure 20a Bottom).
2Schematic generated by collaborating author Andreasen, CM
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Depending on the overlap of the new osteon with an existing Type 1 While both new
and overlapping pores were found in high and low SED pores, the resorption space asso-
ciated with the 91% of high SED pores overlapped with the pore of a preexisting osteon
(5.9-fold higher odds, p≤0.0001, Figure 20). Schematic representation of the Type 1 are
shown in Figure 20a3.
(a) Cutting cone with remodeling type (Type 1 vs Type 2)
(b) Distribution of HighSED and LowSED pores with respect to
remodeling type (Type 1 vs Type 2)
Figure 20: Distribution of remodeling type with respect to SED. Type 1 remodeling is associated
with generation of new pores without overlapping existing pore. Type 2 remodeling is overlapping
pore of an existing osteon. Low SED pores (n = 947 pores), High SED pores (n = 117 pores).
Spatially, the relative proportion of resportive, formative, or complete pores varied from
3Schematic generated by collaborating author Andreasen, CM
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the periosteal edge to the endosteal edge in the high SED pores (Figure 21). There were
more incomplete pores (89 %) in the endosteum than at the periosteum (73%). In con-
strast, the distribution of remodeling stages and type in the low SED pores was constant
throughout the cortex.
Figure 21: Type and stage of pore remodeling with respect to SED and pore location within the
cortical bone. N indicates number of pores in each category. Top Row: Pores of high SED have pre-
dominantly Type 2 incomplete pores. Bottom Row: Low SED pores have relatively constant percent
distribution of the pore remodeling types. Low SED pores are characterized with predominantly
complete remodeling.
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5 Discussion
Our aim was to determine the relationship between morphological and cellular-activity
characteristics of cortical pores and the mechanical behavior of the bone surrounding those
pores. Three-dimensional structure, and material property information, is a critical com-
ponent to predicting fragility in bone (Augat and Schorlemmer, 2006; Muller, 2002). Cur-
rently, there are no clinical assessments of fragility risk which incorporates cortical porosity
directly. This study demonstrated that cortical pores with increased stain energy density
are characterized by specific micro-architectural features and remodeling events. Our data
show that the high SED pores are small, irregular pores positioned closer to the endosteal
surface of the cortex. The role of pore morphology and cortical geometry have been shown
to be key determinants of bone fragility (Augat et al., 1996; Seeman and Delmas, 2006;
Wachter et al., 2002).
Previous studies focused on cortical bone pore structure (Nirody et al., 2015), strength
of cortical bone (Burghardt et al., 2010; Cusano et al., 2016; MacNeil and Boyd, 2008;
Vilayphiou et al., 2016) or effects on bone with gender or age (Cooper et al., 2007;
Nishiyama et al., 2009). One of the main purposes of this study was to better understand
the role that morphology and remodeling activities play in the mechanical properties of
cortical bone. The majority of the pores have relatively small size, which is consistent with
the results reported by Cooper et al. (2003). Another important finding is that high strain
energy density pores are characterized with larger pore size (p≤ 0.001) and lower circular-
ity (p ≤ 0.001). More specifically, the cortical bone quality is compromised by abnormally
large and irregularly shaped pores. This supports the widely accepted theory about the
significance of cortical bone geometry and morphology, such as porosity and thickness, are
key determinants of hip fragility (Augat et al., 1996; Seeman and Delmas, 2006; Wachter
et al., 2002). Although prior studies have shown a relationship between increased corti-
cal porosity and decline in bone strength (Bjornerem et al., 2013; McCalden et al., 1993;
Turner and Robling, 2003), the conclusions drawn in this study do not necessarily instruct
bone fragility risk prediction. We aim to demonstrate a significant association between
cortical porosity traits and the mechanical behavior of the bone surrounding those pores.
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The majority of cortical pores are relatively small in size and therefore account for most
of the porosity in cortical bone (Bell et al., 1999; Cooper et al., 2003), but our data indi-
cate that high SED pores tend to be significantly enlarged. The high SED pores were also
primarily resorptive and overlapped with the pore of a preexisting parent osteon, suggest-
ing that these pores originated from resorption within preexisting pores rather than from
penetrative resorptions generating new pores. This may indicate that increased cortical
porosity is driven by the coalescence of existing pores exacerbated by incomplete remod-
eling, which was previously proposed theory of pore enlargement with progressing age. In
areas of high strain energy density, there was a prevalence of resorptive pores, indicative
of an uncoupling in the remodeling processes in which bone formation ceased to continue
and pores remained enlarged. Perilli et al. had discussed such regional heterogeneity not-
ing that aging causes higher intracortical void volume, which is due to larger rather than
more pores (Perilli et al., 2015). Also, giant canals (diameter > 385µm), as defined by
Bell et al. (1999), are associated with osteon clustering during remodeling (Jordan et al.,
2000). The theory that canals merge through excessive resorption aligns with other stud-
ies reporting "trabeculization" of the cortex, which results in cortical thinning (Nishiyama
et al., 2009; Ruff and Hayes, 1988; Zebaze et al., 2010).
As reported in this study, resorptive pores were associated with high SED, and com-
pleted remodeling pores are mostly associated with low SED. This result confirms the
observations by Smit et al. who reported low strain in the leading front of the cutting
cone, where osteoclasts are active, and high strain with increases of more than 40% in the
region immediately behind it (Smit and Burger, 2000). Smit et al. describes the region
with high strain as the location where osteoclasts are inhibited to further resorb in the
radial direction and osteoblasts are activated in order to close the osteon. In our results
the observation that larger pores being related to high SED, gives rise to a theory that
those pores are resorbed and are in a reversal phase of transitioning from resorption to
formation. Once the canals complete the remodeling process their deformation drastically
decreases. If enlarged pores are a result of canal merging or continuous resorption, this
may be an indication of an interrupted reversal phase, which does not transition into bone
building. In that case, the enlarged pores are continuously associated with high deforma-
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tion, which cannot be eliminated unless bone formation of lamellae occurs.
Although increased cortical porosity has been shown to decrease bone strength (Bjornerem
et al., 2013; McCalden et al., 1993; Turner and Robling, 2003), whether enlarged pores
or the clustering of many small pores compromises bone strength remains to be shown.
Pore size alone does not discriminate whether the surrounding bone will have high or low
SED as seen by the overlap in pore sizes that were found in both categories. We evaluated
circularity independently of pore diameter, finding a clear distinction that high SED pores
were less circular. However, the interaction of size and shape was not evaluated, and may
partly explain the overlap in size and shape between the high and low SED pores. The
clustering of small pores also likely generates increased strain energy in the surrounding
cortical bone as well as pores close to the cortical edges.
There are several limitations to this study. First, the fibula likely endures multi-axial
loading rather than the uniaxial compression boundary condition we imposed. However, in
using a unit compressive load we maintained consistent boundary conditions between the
samples. The finite element models were also limited in the thickness of bone evaluated
and similar to others, we removed small pores from the µCT images (Bayraktar et al.,
2004) and our models therefore do not reflect the influence of these very small pores.
To minimize boundary effects, we analyzed the strain energy density of an internal sub-
section and of the bone immediately around each pore (less than 20µm away from the
pore edge) equally spaced from the face boundaries. We assumed homogeneous material
properties for all models and we therefore do not account for mineralization. However,
given that pores that have completed remodeling have more calcified bone around the
pore than pores within the incomplete remodeling phase, we have likely overestimated
the cortical stiffness and underestimated the strain energy density of the incompletely
remodeled pores. Although the µFE models do not take into account the heterogeneity of
the material properties of bone, they are still preserving the complexity of the non-linear
geometry. Verbruggen et al. had demonstrated 350-400% higher strain in an osteocyte
model generated by scanning and reconstructing the actual 3D shape compared to an
idealized shape model (Verbruggen et al., 2012), which emphasizes the importance of
using actual geometry in FE models of biological tissues. Further studies are required to
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investigate this assumption.
Our results have implications for the investigation of bone loss by understanding the
relationship between mechanics, morphology, and remodeling events. These results are
significant in their consistency and indicate a systematic process of increased SED with
enlarged irregular pores, which could be the result of bone removal due to aging (Cooper
et al., 2007). The results show a uniform dependency between all patient biopsies; all
factors investigated in the study are independent from demographic factors such as age
or sex. Collectively, the results shown here demonstrate a strong relationship between
cortical bone mechanics and the pores morphology, distribution and remodeling history in
the human fibula.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis investigated the relationship between cortical bone mechanics and the pore
morphology as a result of modeling/remodeling events. The FE analysis demonstrated a
strong relationship between strain energy density distribution and cortical porosity metrics
such as pore size, shape and location within the human cortex. Collectively, the data
show that the high SED pores are preferentially enlarged irregular pores positioned closer
to the endosteal surface of the cortex. These findings suggest a possible mechanism of
trabecularization of the cortex, which results in cortical thinning.
6.1 Future Work
6.1.1 Improvements on Current Methods
This study used comercially available software for mesh generation - Simpleware Scan IP.
Although it was useful for the reconstruction of the 3D geometry from µCT images, it pro-
vided limited options for mesh type generation. All meshes in the study were generated
with quadratic tetrahedral meshes, which resulted in relatively large mesh sizes, which are
resource intensive to compute. To improve on that limitation, it is suggested to explore
other mesh generating software packages or methods. Some literature references are uti-
lizing voxel mesh, which basically converts each µCT voxel into a mesh voxel. This could
give an opportunity to generate meshes with larger thickness and to be able to study a 3D
structure of the Haversian/Volkmann canal system.
Another improvement of this study could be to look into more physiologically appro-
priate loading conditions, such as bending for example. It is well-known that long bones
(fibula in particular) are loaded in bending and torsion. For this study, we focused on a
uniform loading condition with uniaxial compression, but for 3D analysis it may be rea-
sonable to explore other loading scenarios.
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6.1.2 Validation of the FE results with Experimental Testing
The current computational model was not validated with experimental results. Some pre-
liminary work was done to explore the possibility of replicating the compression setup in
an in-vitro experimental setup using quasi-static test within a µCT scanner. This method
involves initial µCT imaging of the bone sample before loading it with a force control
or displacement control protocol. The FE models were loaded with unit force to keep
the boundary conditions consistent between the different patients. However, since the FE
models had linear elastic setup, it is possible to scale up the load to a more anatomically
appropriate load in order to better control the experimental loading condition. There were
some challenges faced with the creation of the experimental test specimen. Since the FE
models were done on a completely flat parallel surfaces (Figure 22 Left), then the ex-
perimental setup has to be designed to closely follow this combination of geometry and
boundary conditions. If the experimental bone segments are not cut completely parallel,
then the top plate of the load applying machine is not in complete contact with the bone.
Using simplified FE models, we found that the applied load is distributed unevenly along
the surface and within the bone. Therefore, the results are sensitive with respect to angle
of contact between the load applying apparatus and the bone surface (Figure 22 Right).
Once this challenge is solved, then it is suggested to use a Digital Volume Correlation
(DVC) technique that allows for the calculation of local 3D strain within the bone based
on the µCT images collected before and after loading the bone sample. Before analyzing
the data for the loaded condition, it is recommended to validate the DVC software, Vic
Volume (Correlated Solutions Inc.), with zero load in order to find the specific parameters
to use in the software that would minimize error in the strain analysis. For that reason, it
is suggested to scan a bone sample once without load and then a second time without load
and to analyze those images into the DVC software as if they were a "before" and "after"
case. The reason behind this procedure is to experiment with the various parameters in
VIC volume to find an optimal set of parameters that would minimize strain for that case.
Since the bone sample was not loaded mechanically, there should be no strain observed in
the "before" and "after" cases.
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Figure 22: To validate the FE models, the experimental bone samples need to be cut with perfectly
parallel top and bottom surfaces to ensure similar applied load as the FE setup (uniform compres-
sion). (Left) Ideal case with parallel surfaces - demmonstrating the FE loading condition. (Right)
Non-ideal case that demonstrates sample with at least one surface not parallel. In this case the load
would be concentrated on one side of the surface. Preliminary simplified FE models have shown
high sensitivity of the results and strain energy distribution with respect to the angle of the applied
load
6.1.3 Studies of the Cortical Mechanics in 3D
In this study we achieved analysis in 2D sections of 3D FE models... analyzing cortical
porosity. Although this is a significant improvement over the current understanding about
the mechanical effects of the cortical microstructure, there remains the need for studies
investigating the behavior of the Haversian/Volkmann canal system in 3D.
As discussed in this report, the morphology analysis trends were the same when ana-
lyzing the full data set, including 3085 pores from 21 biopsies, and the reduced data set of
pores that have both FE and histology results, 1064 pores from 20 biopsies. This leads to
the conclusion that smaller cross-sectional areas can be analyzed in order to compensate
for the thickness of the bone samples. Since the µFE models were generated with rela-
tively low thickness of 0.6mm by stacking 100 µCT images, we would suggest to explore
models with larger thickness of more than 300-400 images to capture larger portion of the
3D intercortical canal system. To facilitate the mesh generation and ensure that the µFE
models can be solved with the existing computational resources at Beckman Institute’s
Visualization Lab, it is suggested to keep the size of the mesh similar to the mesh sizes
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reported here. The results give significant confidence that the smaller cross-section of the
bone would still produce valid understanding about the mechanical behavior of the cortex.
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Appendix A List of Biopsies Analyzed
Table 4: List of 23 biopsies of cortical bone from the fibula diaphysis. Three bone samples were
removed from the data analysis due to lack of histological results (biopsies Z10, Z11) or lack of
µFE model (biopsy Z13)
Biopsy Biopsy ID# Level Histology FE Model
1 Z01 1261 OK OK
2 Z02 424 OK OK
3 Z04 158 OK OK
4 Z07 338 OK OK
5 Z08 862 OK OK
6 Z09 605 OK OK
7 Z10 441 Eliminated Eliminated
8 Z11 576 Eliminated OK
9 Z12 252 OK OK
10 Z13 378/629 OK Eliminated *
11 Z14 362 OK OK
12 Z15 321 OK OK
13 Z16 204 OK OK
14 Z17 442 OK OK
15 Z18 226 OK OK
16 Z19 140 OK OK
17 Z21 478 OK OK
18 Z25 555 OK OK
19 Z26 312 OK OK
20 Z27 198 OK OK
21 Z28 229 OK OK
22 772 866 OK OK
23 773 862 OK OK
* µFE model of biopsy Z13 was initially generated for level 378. The histology section at that level was
not recognizable, so the histology was performed on level 629. Since the whole µCT image stack for
biopsy Z13 contained 648 images, there were only 18 images above that level of interest. To keep the
µFE models consistent in size, we need 50 images above the slice of interest. Therefore, biopsy Z13 was
eliminated from FE analysis to avoid alteration of the computational protocol.
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Appendix B Distribution of Strain Energy Density within
Cortical Bone
Visualization of the Strain Energy Density (SED) (represented as color scalars) from a
typical linear analysis of a model with a homogeneous tissue modulus. The visualizations
represent the distribution of SED in cortical tissue during the uniaxial compression with
unit force.
Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z01 6,352,701 9,750,774
Z02 4,048,137 6,000,019
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Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z04 10,448,700 15,463,251
Z07 7,314,867 10,910,539
Z08 2,958,483 4,449,990
65
Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z09 6,580,197 10,173,757
Z12 6,472,657 9,847,715
Z14 6,351,779 9,715,573
66
Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z15 8,278,084 12,431,343
Z16 6,393,311 9,589,955
Z17 7,586,708 11,460,918
67
Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z18 6,384,823 9,505,434
Z19 6,064,843 9,053,481
Z21 2,852,750 4,415,680
68
Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z25 4,618,018 7,022,041
Z26 2,421,338 3,679,908
Z27 7,576,464 11,431,133
69
Biopsy Strain Energy Density Results # Elements # Nodes
Z28 5,368,952 8,233,275
772 5,330,132 7,942,470
773 6,062,499 9,023,210
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